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Introduction 
• Large literature on the gender earnings gap: 

• Conditional on participation in SNA activities; 

• Selection issues (participation, hours, sectors); 

• How much of gap is discrimination? 

• Separate literature on unequal time burden in non-
SNA activities; 

• Based on time use data; 

• Large (quite persistent) gender gaps, esp. in care 
activities;  
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Contribution of Paper 

• Combine the two literatures by estimating the total hourly 
earnings gap by including non-SNA work as work hours (with 0 
pay);  

• Additional consideration: distribution of earnings given 
characteristics as a form of risk or inequality which people dislike 
(or are inequality averse): are there gender differences? 
– Measure f/m ratio of Atkinson-type „equally distributed equivalent labor 

earnings rate“ given certain characteristics;  

• Welfare/discrimination analysis: how large is the earnings gap 
considering 0 pay work and distribution given characteristics; 
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Some details 
• GSOEP 2013, women and men aged 21-60 

• Compare standard work definition (u0conv), expanded work definition of 
those in SNA employment (u0), and expanded work definition of everyone; 

• Characteristics: age, education categories, presence of children, state; 

• Estimate structured additive distributional regression to estimate both 
mean and density of earnings given characteristics;  

• Two part estimation: logit of 0 earnings, then conditional earnings;  

• Parametric assumption of conditional earnings distribution: Dagum 
distribution, estimating using Bayesian methods; 

• Examine for subgroups (e.g. age groups, East/West, kids); 

• Aggregate across groups to get to average earnings/welfare gap 
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Source: Cornia (2016) 6 
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In all three types,women earn <50% of men, higher variance;  
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Issues 
• Interesting, innovative analysis, apparently not done before; 

• See this as a descriptive earnings analysis (not a welfare or 
discrimination analysis):  
– Whether non-working women are compensated or how one should 

value non-market work irrelevant (fact is: earnings are 0); 

• Welfare analysis of distribution of earnings assumes spread of 
earnings entirely involuntary: 
– Whether to work or not, and what they earn if they work  

• How free are women‘s choices? 
– Social expectations and roles; 

– Tax systems; 

– Role of pay gap in  market work; 
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Some Further Issues 
• 21 far too young a cut-off (education also involuntary?): 25 

much better; 

• Variance will depend on characteristics (more characteristics 
equal lower variance equal lower discrimination); 
– E.g. experience? Presence of children? 

• Odd implication:  
– Highly educated women suffer greater inequality (and thus lower 

inequality-adjusted wages and more ‚discrimination‘) due to the larger 
gap between 0 and average positive earnings; 

• Details on time use data: 
– Treatment of doing several activities at once?  Double-counting of this 

non-market work? 
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5. Conclusions 

• Very nice innovative analysis; 

– Truly new contribution to gender earnings gap 
literature; 

• Statistical methods appropriate; 

• More descriptive earnings gap paper: welfare 
analysis makes strong assumptions. 
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